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launched by U.S. weapons from Western European soil

glected French proposals" for a general disarmament

is a strategic strike subject to retaliation by the full Soviet

conference covering all forces in Europe west of the Ural

strategic arsenal against Western Europe and North

mountains;

America.
Schmidt and his defense minister Hans Apel have put
together a platform for the NATO session. The London

Times, which monitors the Germans' moves closely,
forecast that their proposals to accompany the missile
decision would be five:

1. U nilateral withdrawal of 1,000 obsolete American
nuclear warheads from Western Europe;

5. A demand for ratification of SALT II by the U.S.
Senate.
The reference to the French proposals is crucial to
understanding Schmidt's approach. Although France is
not a member of the NATO military organization, Paris
is working with Bonn to shift European disarmament
talks onto a pro-EMS track, including the convening of
a pan-European disarmament conference. The French

2. A proposal by West Germany at the deadlocked

conference idea was backed by Soviet President Brezhnev

Vienna Mutual Balanced Force Reduction talks (cover

in an Oct. 6 speech. On Dec. 8, Czechoslovak Foreign

ing central Europe) for the simultaneous withdrawal of

Minister Bohuuslav Chnoupek said that preparations for

13,000 American and 30,000 Soviet troops from the area;

such a conference should begin immediately.

3. Concrete proposals to start talks on reducing thea

West Germany's Foreign Minister Hans Dietrich

ter nuclear weapons in Europe, in the context of SALT

Genscher will soon travel to Poland, Czechoslovakia,
and Hungary to discuss a "broad-based disarmament

III;

4. Strong West German support for "hitherto ne-

initiative." These proposals are also certain to figure in

their effectiveness, because the designated targets
would have been emptied by the offensive itself (bar
racks, troop concentrations, bases, depots, headquar

The fallacies of British
and American strategy

ters, etc.): only damage that could be caused to fixed

The Soviets and the French have both exposed the stra

they were equipped with extremely powerful nuclear

tegic incompetence of the American and British think

charges that would cause enormous damages.
"If the initiative was the West's, however, the effec

infrastructure would then be important. The cruise
missiles ... would only have a limited effectiveness
against forces that were rapidly advancing, unless

ing that went into the ideas of "decoupling" and
"limited nuclear war." Since Atlantic strategists as

tiveness of the Pershing II and cruise missiles would

prominent as Henry Kissinger have used these con

be considerable, compared with the use of the SS-20

cepts to motivate a favorable decision on upgrading

by the Soviets. .. . In sum, the Eurostrategic weapons,

NATO's medium range missiles in Western Europe,

whether deployed in the East or the West, would place

and because the West Germans lend an ear to French

a high premium on surprise for the one who took the

and Russian arguments against them, EIR excerpts

initiative."

here the views of Le Figaro's Paul-Marie de la Gorce
and Pravda's Vladimir Bolshakov on these questions.
In his Dec. lO article, "The Euromissiles-A Stake
in the u.S.-U.S.S.R. Rivalry," de la Gorce disposed of
the idea that these weapons would be used in retalia
tion to a Soviet land advance.Rather, they would have
to be used first.
"The real strategic import of the installation of a
new American arsenal in Europe must be understood.
The experts will certainly discuss this for a long time,
but a f irst appreciation may be offered now.

40

Writing Pravda's authoritative "International Survey"
column Dec. 9, Vladimir Bolshakov said:
"During the Vietnam war, American futurologist
Herman Kahn developed a series of escalation scena
rios for the stepwise progress of armed conflict to the
brink of thermonuclear war. At the highest rung of the
ladder were the United States' intercontinental mis
siles.
"NATO headquarters recently recollected these
scenarios all of a sudden, in the following connection.

"If the Soviets take the initiative of a general

NATO military doctrine provides that 'NATO must be

offensive against the European NATO countries, the

able to expand a war as far as its enemy can.' But the

Pershing lIs would immediately lose a large part of

enemy, i.e., the Soviet U nion, has ICBMs while NATO
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Schmidt's talks with Brezhnev in Moscow next March
and with East German leader Erich Honecker, whom he
will meet in the spring.

A Soviet time bomb
But time is running out. The pro-London, "Jacobin"
faction in the Soviet U nion, which operates under control
of British agents Kim Philby and Donald Maclean who
are lodged in the Soviet establishment, is using Schmidt's
compromise formula for the NATO meeting to argue

IRELAND

Prime Minister Jack Lynch
forced into resignation

that the Bonn-Paris war avoidance strategy is a fraud.
They say that the Western Europeans will knuckle under
to "U.S. imperialism" when push comes to shove, and
therefore that the best tack for Moscow is weakening the
West through " Jacobin" destabilizations on every pos
sible front. This is the Soviet faction which is presently
backing Ayatollah Khomeini in Iran on the grounds that
the Ayatollah, however "reactionary," is anti-American.
If this line were to win out in Moscow, there would be
virtually nothing to prevent world war.

The sudden resignation of Irish prime Minister Jack
Lynch marks the second initiating government of the
Europan Monerary System to fall since the system's
creation in the summer of 1978. As Ireland's head of
state for nine years, Lynch had campaigned vigorously
for a domestic policy based on industrialization and
technological growth, allying himself in the recent period
with the efforts of France's Giscard and West Germany's
Schmidt to establish a European Monetary System. U n
der Lynch's leadership, the Republic of Ireland achieved
the fastest growth rate in Europe.

(from which in such propagandistic explanations the
U.S. is 'excluded') allegedly does not. So what if the
Soviet Union decides to strike NATO with all its
forces? What then?
"The NATO strategists prefer to remain silent
about the fact that the Soviet Union, as even the
Western press admits, 'has no rational alternative to
such a strike.' But they assure the Europeans that the
Pershing lIs and cruise missiles are needed in order to
be able to launch a 'retaliatory strike' against the
U.S.S.R.
"Tipsying up the steps of the ladder, the NATO
strategists use the arguments of former Secretary of
State H. Kissinger, who announced in Brussels last

The new Prime Minister of Ireland, Charles Haugh
ey-who was elected head of the ruling Fianna Fail party
in a special caucus meeting Dec. 7-is not likely to make
either economic development or relations with Europe
his top agenda item. Ireland will more than likely be
plunged into a bloody repeat of the 1921-22 civil war
which tore the country apart and enabled the British to
establish a base for their intelligence operations in
Northern Ireland.
In 1970 Haughey, who was then Finance Minister,
stood trial on a charge of conspiring to import guns into
Ireland allegedly for use by Irish Republican Army
(IRA) terrorists. Haughey was acquitted. His sympathy
for the aims of the IRA, however, is well known. In his
first press conference, the Prime Minister-designate, a

September that the Western Europeans should not
count on the American 'nuclear umbrella' anymore,

self-made millionaire whose hobby is breeding horses,

since the United States would use its ICBMs only for

British forces from Northern Ireland-a policy which

the defense of its own territory. This statement inspired
the hawks on both sides of the Atlantic. The Ameri
cans are told that they should cough up to help
Western Europe arm so heavily that the U.S. doesn't
have to intervene in any conflict of NATO with the
Warsaw Pact and thus risk its own cities.
"But these rockets add nothing to the security of
either the U.S. or Western Europe. Kissinger's argu
ments ... are untenable. This is why ...the Washington
Post (writts) that ... "The decision to use these weap
ons would be taken by the President of the U.S., as
before, and American cities would risk a Soviet retal
iatory strike just as much as before...."

announced that he intends to seek early withdrawl of
can only have the most dangerous and violent conse
quences if not accompanied by a firm political and
economic foundation for restoring social peace.

British plotted against Lynch
Although Haughey and company have played a key
role in discrediting Lynch's policies, the ouster of Lynch
had been planned by the British since at least December
of 1978 when Lynch joined forces with Schmidt and
Giscard, breaking Ireland's historic link with the pound
sterling and hooking the Irish "punt" into the EMS
currency snake.
The plan became fully operational last August when
Lord Louis Mountbatten-a relative of the British Royal
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